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Runtime:45 min2011 -    2011 (Ended)
Genres:Science-Fiction
Network:Freeform
Based on the book series by Celia Thomson, Skyler Samuels will play a girl who learns she has special powers.
 
 Chloe King is looking forward to celebrating her birthday with her friends and single mother, just like every other year… that is until she starts developing heightened abilities and discovers she's being pursued by a mysterious figure. Chloe soon learns she's part of an ancient race which has been hunted by human assassins for millennia —and that she may be their only hope for ultimate survival. 
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Actors
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Chloe King
Skyler Samuels
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Alek Petrov
Benjamin Stone
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Brian Rezza
Grey Damon
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Amy Tiffany Martins
Grace Phipps
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Jasmine
Alyssa Diaz
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Paul
Ki Hong Lee
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Season 1
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series The Nine Lives of Chloe King.
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News (1)
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The Nine Lives of Chloe King Lives Again!

Today I read an exclusive news article on tvguide.com, and because it's good news, I'd like to share it with the Myseries fans. "Unfortunately, 2011's cult fave about a teen (Skyler Samuels) descended from an ancient...

11 Sep 2013
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The Secret Circle
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The Vampire Diaries
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Once Upon a Time
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Lost
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Smallville
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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